
MAINTENANCE

Thank you for selecting Palliside weatherboards as the exterior cladding on your home.

As the products manufacturer we are sure you will be pleased with your decision to use 
Palliside and wish to point the product’s 25-Year manufacturers guarantee.

While Palliside weatherboards require very little in the way of maintenance, consumers often 
ask us how do they keep Palliside looking its best over time.

We recommend that the product be periodically washed down to help maintain its 
smart looks. The frequency of this is very much up to the homeowner and the building’s 
location, but as a guide we would recommend that you clean the exterior of your home at 
least once a year.

All areas where flashings, sealants and penetrations occur should be checked regularly 
to ensure that their integrity is intact. If any deterioration has taken place, sealants should 
be reapplied or further action taken if required. Checking such areas should form part of a 
regular maintenance check, which should also include clearing of gutters, and blocked pipes.

A wet cloth and warm soapy water should remove almost all surface marks and mould build 
up on the Palliside. In addition to this Hypo-Chlorite or chlorine based cleaners can be 
used. An example of this type of cleaner is ‘30 Seconds’, which contains a releasing agent 
that assists with easing the removal of any built up dirt or mould. Please follow the product 
instructions correctly if using such cleaners. If preferred, water blasters can be used to clean 
Palliside.

DO NOT use solvent based or abrasive type cleaners with Palliside. If you have any doubts 
about the suitability of a type of cleaner please contact the manufacturer of the cleaning 
agent with regards to its use with uPVC beforehand.

In the event of any surface scratches these can be minimised by cleaning with watered 
down ‘Jiff’. This may result in a slight dulling of the surface and any excess cleaner should be 
thoroughly cleaned off after application.

Finally it is important to note that the Palliside guarantee is not subject to the product being 
kept clean.


